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Flow Labs Helps Utah DOT
Reduce Vehicle Delay by 29% 
Using Wejo CVD

Background

Flow Labs’ Predictive Traffic Control AI software 

provides transportation agencies with a more 

resource efficient way to make roads safer and 

reduce traffic through end-to-end traffic signal 

management. The process to monitor and 

update traffic signal timing is typically highly 

manual and expensive, often requiring up to 

70 hours of expert labor per intersection and 

installation of costly hardware sensors. For this 

reason, traffic signals are updated once every 

five years. To support agencies, Flow Labs 

analyzes detectors, intersections, and networks; 

automatically alerts agencies to unsafe and 

congested conditions; and optimizes traffic 

signals for mobility and safety.

The challenge

AI relies on data quality. While often hyped, many 

real applications of AI fail because modeling 

data is inaccurate and unreliable. For Flow Labs’ 

Predictive Traffic Control platform to measure 

and optimize signal timing, it required reliable 

and accurate data on what is happening on 

the roads at any given time. And traditional IoT 

hardware sensors were not providing it.  

Monitoring performance of 438 IoT sensors Utah 

Department of Transportation (“UDOT”) had 

deployed for signal timing efforts, Flow Labs 

learned that less than 28% were accurate – far 
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below industry standards and rendering 

the data unusable. They found much of the 

data informing signal timing strategy was 

not coming from actual roadway analysis, 

but instead from citizen complaints. UDOT 

was in a reactive mode, and engineers were 

focusing on the loudest voices, not the most 

problematic intersections. 

Flow Labs needed a fast, reliable dataset 

to feed its AI software and saw IoT sensors 

alone were not going to provide an accurate 

full understanding of traffic trends. 

Monitoring performance of 438 IoT sensors,  
Flow Labs learned that less than 28% were accurate



Solution

Flow Labs tapped Wejo, using its Connected Vehicle 

Data (“CVD”) for rich insights into roadway trends 

generated directly from millions of connected 

vehicles themselves. Flow Labs created virtual 

sensors, which integrate CVD with signal and sensor 

data. As a result, Flow Labs could ensure that its 

analytics, proactive monitoring, and multi-modal 

optimization were based on an accurate picture of 

traffic flow. 

CVD gave Flow Labs a more complete and reliable 

understanding of vehicle volume across intersections 

and roadways. CVD also gave Flow Labs more 

insight into what each vehicle was doing over its 

journey. Virtual sensors could then track the speeds 

of every vehicle approaching, turning into, and 

exiting an area. They could also now uncover which 

traffic signal phase is responsible for a split failure 

or a control delay, enabling engineers to efficiently 

address congestion.  

Wejo helped Flow Labs deliver more comprehensive 

metrics while enabling greater flexibility in sensor 

deployment. Instead of relying on hardware 

installation that can cost up to $30,000, Flow 

Labs could deploy a virtual sensor anywhere: at 

every intersection and detector, or along an entire 

roadway. Which networks, intersections, and routes 

were the most congested? Which were the most 

unsafe? Now they had those answers – in near real-

time, easily accessible, and across every network – 

unleashing the full potential of Flow Labs’ AI. 

By integrating Wejo CVD into its data set, Flow 

Labs’ virtual sensors could generate volume 

accuracy of 94.4%.

In a real-world deployment, Wejo CVD was 
able to help us generate vehicle volume 
accuracy of 94.4%, reducing error by 58% 
compared to hardware sensors.
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With Wejo data, Flow Labs’ AI Predictive Traffic 

Control software was able to ensure the data it 

leveraged for machine learning was accurately 

representing roadway trends. This accuracy and the 

reliability of CVD meant Flow Labs’ AI could help 

agencies not only manage signal timing but rethink 

their entire approach to traffic management. With 

the help of CVD and virtual sensors, agencies could 

reduce reliance on hardware sensor detection, more 

efficiently maintain existing detection, and make 

proactive traffic management a reality – improving 

safety, reducing congestion, and saving money.   

Real world data from Flow Labs showed that by 

deploying the company’s AI Predictive Traffic Control 

software, informed by Wejo CVD, UDOT reduced 

vehicle delay by up to 29%, reduced peak travel times 

by up to 10%, and reduced emissions by up to 21%. 

Result

PEAK TRAVEL TIMES

 10%
VEHICLE DELAY

 29%
EMISSIONS 

 21%

You need Wejo as part of your data toolkit.  
It is necessary if you want a full picture of what’s 
happening on roadways.
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